General CbT Focus
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism (CCMR) (P179018)
International Counterterrorism Fellows Program (NDU) (B171798)
International Crisis Command and Control Course (Coast Guard Training Center) (P162285)
International Information Warfare (NPS) (P179222)
Counterterrorism Policy & Strategy-Masters Program (NPS) (P173201)

Intel Focus
CCMR Executive Program In Defense Decision Making (CCMR) (P170001)
International Combating Terrorism and Tactical Intelligence Course (Ft. Huachuca) (B172610)
International Intelligence Fellows Program (DIA-Bolling AFB) (D172043)
Combined Strategic Intelligence Training Program (DIA-Bolling AFB) (D172013)

Maritime Focus
Maritime Terrorism (CCMR) (P179022)
International Antiterrorism Officer Course (NITC Pensacola Florida) (P173002) (for O4s and above only)
Strategic Level Small Craft Combating Terrorism (NAVSCIATTS) (P145054)

Legal Focus
International Law of Military Operations (DIILS) (P176027)
Legal Aspects of Combating Terrorism (DIILS) (P176028)
Stability Operations: Legal Aspects of ROE/RUF Afghanistan (SOLARA) (DIILS) (P176017)
Rule of Law & Disciplined Military Operations (Spanish) (Lackland AFB by DIILS) (D176006)

Special Ops Focus
Special Operations-Masters of Science (NPS) (P173200)
Special Operations and Combating Terrorism Course (JSOU) (D126019)
Advanced Special Operations and Combating Terrorism Course (JSOU) (D126047)
Combined Joint Forces Special Operations Forces (SOF) Staff Officer Course (NSOS) (D272011)
Combined Joint Forces ISAF SOF Pre-Deployment Course (NSOS) (D272016)
Combined Joint Forces SOF Intelligence Course (NSOS) (D272019)
Combined Joint Forces SOF Advanced Intelligence Course (NSOS) (D272017)
Building Partners Aviation Capacity Course (USAFSOS) (D173091)

Regional Center Courses
Comprehensive Security Responses to Terrorism (APCSS) (SAP0002)
Program in Advanced Security Studies (GCMC) (SMC0001)
Program on Terrorism and Security Studies (GCMC) (SMC0002)
Senior Executive Seminar (GCMC) (SMC0005)
Combating Terrorism Language Program (GCMC) (SMC0006)
Seminar on Combating Weapons of Mass Destruction/Terrorism (GCMC) (SMC0010)
Senior-level Combating Terrorism Executive Seminar (NESA) (SNE2002)
Terrorism and Counterinsurgency Seminar (CHDS)(SCH0010)

Mobile Courses
Civil-Military Responses to Terrorism: (CCMR) (Regional/P273011) (Bilat/P309069), (Countering Ideological Support of Terrorism/P309042), (Intelligence and Combating Terrorism/P309043), (Maritime Security/P309044), (Consequence Management/P309041)
Special Ops/Combating Terrorism (SOCbT) (JSOU) (D309048)
Counterterrorism Strategic Planning (JSOU) (D309049)
Advanced Special Ops/Combating Terrorism (ASOCbT) (JSOU) (D309077)
Operational Planning Course (OPC) (JSOU) (D309074)
International Special Operations Forces-Whole of Government Collaboration to Confront Future Threats Course (IWC2FT) (JSOU) (D309075)
Legal Aspects of Combating Terrorism MET (DIILS) (P309063 - Bilateral) (P309062 - Regional)
PRE-APPROVED HOMELAND DEFENSE COURSES

CONUS Courses
HD - Counterterrorism Fellows Program Homeland Defense Short Course (NDU) (B171797)
HD - Stabilization and Reconstruction, MA Program (NPS) (P179028)
HD - International Security and Civil-Military Relations (NPS) (P171403)
HD - Maritime Terrorism (CCMR) (P179022)
HD - Legal Aspects of Combating Corruption (DIILS) (P176040)

Regional Center Courses
HD - Seminar on Transatlantic Civil Security - STACS (GCMC) (SMC0003)
HD - Program for Security, Stability, Transition and Reconstruction – SSTaR (GCMC) (SMC0004)
HD - Comprehensive Crisis Management (APCSS) (SAP0000)
HD - Comprehensive Security Responses to Terrorism (APCSS) (SAP0002)
HD - Combating Transnational Organized Crime (CHDS) (SCH0013)

Mobile Courses
HD - International Homeland Defense MET (CCMR) (P309158)
HD - Disaster Planning MET (DIMO) (D309041)
HD - Leadership Program Disaster Planning MET (DIMO) (D309011)
HD – Bio-security and Safety (DIMO) (D309058)
HD - Seaport Security and Antiterrorism (USCG) (P319151)
HD - Port Security Vulnerability Assessment (USCG) (P319131)
HD - Waterside Port Security (USCG) (P319150)
HD - Maritime Security (CCMR) MET (P309044)
HD - Consequence Management (CCMR) (P309041)

Acronyms
APCSS: Asia-Pacific Center for Security Studies
CHDS: Center for Hemispheric Defense Studies
GCMC: George C. Marshall European Center for Security Studies
CCMR: Center for Civil-Military Relations
DIA: Defense Intelligence Agency
DIILS: Defense Institute of International Legal Studies
DIMO: Defense Institute of Medical Operations
DLI: Defense Language Institute
JSOU: Joint Special Operations University
USAFSOS: US Air Force Special Operations School
NDU: National Defense University
NSOS: NATO Special Operations School
NESA: Near East South Asia Center
NPS: Naval Post-Graduate School